
Client: West Midlands Fire Service

Project:Workspace Technology provides server room
consultancy services for West Midlands Fire
Services for its new corporate Head Quarters.
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The West Midlands Fire Service (WMFS) is a
Metropolitan Fire Brigade which covers the
county area of the West Midlands.  It is
responsible to the West Midlands Fire and
Rescue Authority.

Client Situation
The new head quarters for West Midlands Fire Services was due to
open in 2008. The project was a traditional architectural lead
package constructed by the appointed main contractor. As part of
the project two core server rooms were to be deployed.

To ensure suitability of the server rooms WMFS were looking to
undertake due diligence on the design. This was to ensure that the
rooms would be fit for purpose and would support the predicted
communications and server equipment that would be deployed
over a number of years.

WMFS tendered for a specialist to provide server room
consultancy services. Unlike traditional Engineering Consultancy
Practices, Workspace Technology was selected having clearly
demonstrated its expertise for contemporary server room design
and technology. 

Scope of Installation
The original brief was to understand the I.T requirements of
WMFS, to review the current server room design (part of the
Mechanical & Electrical - M&E package) and to make
recommendations to ensure that the final layouts would be fit for
purpose.

Like many new builds, the server room space was seen as a
secondary requirement. Due to the critical “life saving” nature of
the services delivered by WMFS, I.T availability was paramount. 

Consultancy Findings

Following a review of the requirements with the I.T team to
establish a programmed brief, it became clear that the M&E
team were about to procure and deploy the core components of
the server rooms, with limited information and no detailed plans. 

Workspace Technology organised a design meeting at short
notice with all parties present to understand the proposed
technology and survey the physical space.  

Identified Issues included :-

No Detailed Server Room Layouts or Plans - resulting in a
random unplanned positioning of cabinets and cooling plant. 

No Critical Power Architecture - resulting in inappropriate
critical power distribution design, leading to reduced system
availability.

“Comfort Cooling” systems were proposed for the
secondary server room - these systems are designed to cool
people and not critical server technology.

Office grade floor tiles - had already been deployed in the “B”
Server Room space.

Odd physical room sizes - leading to reduced front and rear
cabinet clearance and inadequate floor space for cooling
equipment.

Once a server room core infrastructure is deployed and
live it is very difficult and expensive to correct the
problems. With a typical 15-20 year life of a server room
facility, the combined problems would lead to significant
increases in carbon emissions with mixing of hot and cold
air and a reduced cabinet footprint count.
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Recommendations

Workspace Technology employed its “EcoDesign” principles for
server room technology.

Represents Workspace Technology's commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment of energy
efficient technology and designs.

� "Right Size" Infrastructure 

� Prevent Cold Air "Leakage" 

� Efficient Air Conditioner Architecture 

� Implement AC Equipment Energy Saving Features 

� Efficient Floor Layout 

� Efficient UPS Equipment 

� Balanced "Vented Floor Tiles" 

� Co-ordinated Air Conditioners 

� Energy Efficient Lighting 

� Install Blanking Panels 

� Measurement

It was not possible to change the size of the rooms as these had
already been constructed. However Workspace Technology, in
limited timescales helped produced a full set of “recommended”
drawings and a design brief detailing all aspects of the server
room fit-out. 

Day one and future maximum room loads were calculated.
Workspace Technology recommended AC positions and planned
the space for maximum cabinet deployment with full service
access.  Details of monitoring, cable routing and power
distribution all formed part of the consultancy engagement. The
overall design will help WMFS deliver a more energy efficient
solution with improved Data Centre Efficiency (DCE) ratios.

Danny McMillan, secondee to the WMFS relocation team
commented, “Workspace Technology made a significant
contribution to ensuring that the investment within the server
room space was maximised”.
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Creating the Space -
Connecting with our clients

Workspace Technology’s Server Room services offer clients
with an important technology building block. By engaging
our clients and taking the time to understand the business
and performance related issues Workspace Technology is
able to deliver a wide range of best of breed solutions.

Technology Building Blocks -
Products and Services

Workspace Technology’s portfolio of products and services
provides a holistic approach to the design and installation
of workspace “technostructures”. This one-stop approach
for the provision of workspace technology requirements is
applied to office, manufacturing and server room
environments.

Our product offering is packaged into a number of
technology building blocks:-

� Server Room Solutions: undertakes a turnkey
approach to design and implementation of server and
communications room environments.

� Building Systems: includes the provision of
Communications, Power, Security and Cooling systems.  

� I.T cabling: offers a structured approach to cabling
systems for the distribution of high-speed voice, data and
video.

� Technology: provides best of breed IP network solutions
for voice, data and multi-service networks incorporating
wireless technology solutions.


